In the shortest path routing algorithm for communication networks, the end-to-end path of each session is found such that the sum of weights of links on the path is minimized. Hence, to find a 'good' path for each session, it is important to assign the appropriate weight to each link in the network. In this paper, we study this problem considering the utilization of each link. Since this problem is known to be NP-hard [1], we use a heuristic approach. Our algorithm is based on the simulated annealing algorithm. However, with taking into account the properties of our problem, we modify the basic simulated annealing algorithm, which results in a faster and more robust convergence.
Introduction
In the commonly used shortest path routing protocol in communication networks, such as OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) in IP networks, each link has its weight that is used for the routing protocol. Based on the weight of each link, a routing protocol finds the shortest end-to-end path for each source-destination pair such that the sum of weights of links on the path is minimized. Hence, to assign a 'good' path for each source-destination pair and also to alleviate network congestion by appropriately distributing flows over the network, it is important to assign the appropriate weight for each link in the network. For example, when a link is congested due to overutilization, we may reroute some sessions that pass through it by increasing its weight to alleviate the congestion.
In this paper, we study a link weight optimization problem that aims at finding the end-to-end path for each session such that the congestion level of each link can be maintained below a certain threshold. To represent the congestion level of each link, we will use the utilization of each link, which is defined as the ratio of the aggregate data rate passes through it to its capacity.
There are several related works to our problem. Fortz and Thorup [1] proved that finding the optimal setting of link weights is NP-hard. They used a local search algorithm to find the approximated solution. Sqalli et al. [2] used a simulated annealing approach [3] to solve a similar problem.
In this paper, we also use a simulated annealing approach to solve our problem, as in [2] . However, to improve the performance of the algorithm such as robustness and convergence speed, we will propose several new strategies that provide a faster and more stable convergence than the basic simulated annealing algorithm in [2] .
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we provide the system model and formulate the optimization problem. In section 3, we present our algorithm to solve the optimization problem. We provide simulation results in section 4 and conclude in section 5.
Problem formulation
We consider a network that consists of set N of nodes, set A of links, and set Ω of sessions. Each link a ∈ A has its capacity C a and an initial weight w a for routing. We definew = (w a ) a∈A as a link weight vector for the network. A session is represented by its source node s and destination node d as (s, t). Session (s, t) has the required data rate d st at which its data should be transmitted from node s to node t through a single path in the network.
The end-to-end path of each session is obtained by the shortest path routing algorithm with the link weight vectorw. We define P a (w) as a set of sessions that use link a in their shortest path, given link weight vector w. Hence, the utilization of link a given link weight vectorw is defined as U a (w) = (s,t)∈Pa(w) d st /C a . Each link a has its target utilization γ a below which it wants to maintain its utilization. We define the normalized utilization of link a as NU a (w) = U a (w)/γ a . In addition, each link a has its cost function, Φ a (·), which is a function of its normalized utilization. We assume that the cost function has the following property:
• If NU a (w) < 1, i.e., if link utilization is less than its target utilization, it increases slowly;
• If NU a (w) > 1, i.e., if link utilization is greater than its target utilization, it increases very fast.
Hence, the cost function penalizes the over-utilization of the link more severely. For example, the cost function can be the following form:
Now the optimization problem is formulated as:
where W is a set of all possible link weight vectors. Hence, by solving the above problem, we obtain the optimal weight of each link for routing with which we can obtain the end-to-end path of each session such that the sum of costs of all links in the network is minimized.
Algorithm
As mentioned before, in general, the link weight optimization problem is known as NP-hard. Hence, in this paper, we take a heuristic approach based on the simulated annealing method. Due to the page limitation, we focus on describing the differences our algorithm and the basic simulated annealing algorithm without presenting the simulated annealing method in detail. We refer readers to [2, 3] for the description of the basic simulated annealing algorithm in more detail. Please note that in the following, the solution implies the weight vector for links in the network. In the basic simulated annealing method [2, 3] , in each iteration, a new candidate solution is generated randomly. If the candidate solution provides a lower cost than the current solution, it is accepted as a new current solution. However, to prevent the current solution from converging to the local optimal solution, even though the candidate solution provides a higher cost than the current one (we call such a candidate solution a bad candidate solution), it can be accepted as a new current solution with probability p, which is obtained as
where ΔΦ is the increment of cost, and T is the searching range in the current iteration. If the current solution is converging to the local optimal, the solution will frequently try to get out of the local optimal solution with the above probability. The searching range T exponentially decreases over iterations. Hence, even though there always exists the probability to accept a bad candidate solution as a new current solution, the probability decreases as the iteration goes on and the current solution would be able to converge to the optimal solution. We modify two important steps for link weight search in order to improve the performance of the basic simulated annealing algorithm described above. A New probability function for accepting bad candidate solutions We can adjust the tradeoff between the accuracy of the solution and the speed of convergence by controlling some parameters in basic simulated annealing algorithm such as the initial value of T , the decreasing rate of T , and so on. However, in our trials, we found that it is not easy to find the good parameters that can be applied to diverse network topologies. Hence, we propose a new probability function that substitutes for (3) as
where Φ min is the minimum cost up to the current iteration, T 0 is the initial value of T , and κ is a positive constant. In our trials, we found that our probability in (4) provides more robust results than the original one in (3) for diverse topologies due to the effect of the normalization in (4). In addition, we can easily control the tradeoff between the accuracy of the solution and the speed of convergence by simply adjusting κ. Since T in (4) decreases as in the basic simulated annealing, the normalized T /T 0 , and thus the the exponent −
in (4) also decrease. Hence, the probability p that a bad candidate solution is accepted also decreases as iterations go on, and with a larger κ, it decreases faster as iterations go on. Smaller p implies that a bad candidate solution cannot be accepted with higher probability. Therefore, with a larger κ, the probability that a bad candidate solution is accepted decreases faster as iterations go on, and thus the algorithm can be converged faster, while the probability that the algorithm converges to the local optimum would be larger. As we will show later, as κ increases, the speed of convergence also increases.
Utilization-aware weight update
In the basic simulated annealing method, a new candidate solution is generated randomly, i.e., a link is selected randomly and also its weight is changed randomly. However, in our problem, the objective is to maintain the utilization of each link below its target utilization. Intuitively, to satisfy the objective of our problem, we should reroute some sessions that pass through a link whose utilization exceeds its target utilization by increasing the weight of the link despite a candidate solution should be generated randomly in each iteration. Hence, in our algorithm, we calculate x a for each link a based on its current normalized utilization as
where z a is a random variable that is uniformly distributed between (0,1). Then, a link with the minimum x among all links is selected and its weight is changed. Hence, a link with a higher normalized utilization has a higher probability to be selected. After selecting a link, its weight is increased randomly with probability 1 − 1 2 exp (−NU a (w)) or it is decreased randomly with probability 1 2 exp (−NU a (w)). Hence, as the selected link has a higher normalized utilization, its weight is increased with a higher probability and vice versa. Hence, our strategy adopt the intuition described above without loosing the basic principle of the simulated annealing algorithm, which can provide a faster convergence than the basic simulated annealing algorithm, as we will show later. 
Numerical results and conclusion
We consider a network topology in Fig. 1 (a) with 12 sessions in Fig. 1 (b) . Although this topology is relatively simple, we cannot find the optimal weight for each link through the exhaustive search method and compare it with our solution. We assume that each link has a cost function that is defined as (1) . We assume that all links are bi-directional. The capacity and the target utilization of each link are set to be 10 and 0.5, respectively. We first consider the case when only first seven sessions (sessions 1 -7) exist in the network and show the weight, utilization, and cost of each link that are found by our algorithm. As shown in Table I , the utilization of each link is below its target utilization 0.5. Since the utilization of each link is below its target utilization, the cost of each link is very low and we have 0.718 of the total cost. Although we cannot perform the exhaustive search and cannot the result with the optimal solution, in this case, our algorithm found proper weight for each link which is nearly optimal.
We now show the effect of κ on the convergence and the effectiveness of our algorithm compared with a general local search algorithm. We consider the case when there exist all 12 sessions in the network. In Fig. 2 (a) , we show the convergence of the total cost varying the value of κ. As shown in this figure, the total costs converges to about 140, which is relative large compared with the result in the previous case. This implies that our algorithm fails to find the weights of links that make the utilization of each link be below its target utilization. Even though the utilization of some links exceeds its target utilization, our algorithm finds the near optimal weights for links that minimize the total cost. As shown in this figure, as κ increases, the algorithm converges faster, as we expected. Hence, in our algorithm, by adjusting only κ, we can easily control the tradeoff between accuracy and convergence speed of the algorithm. Even though it is not clear in these figures, this does not mean that with a large κ, we can always obtain the optimal solution faster. In general, with a large κ, the probability that the algorithm converges to the local optimum would be large.
In Fig. 2 (b) , we compare the convergence of our algorithm (Modified SA) with those of the local search algorithm (LS) in [1] and the basic simulated annealing algorithm in [2] . In the local search algorithm, a candidate solution generally is searched in the fixed range at each iteration, but bad candidate solutions cannot be accepted in contrast to the simulated annealing algorithm. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 2 (b) , the total cost may converge to the local optimum. In addition, this figure also shows that our algorithm algorithm provides a better convergence property than the other two algorithms.
In Fig. 2 (c) , we calculate the deviation of the obtained cost at each iteration from the minimum cost and provide its distribution for each algorithm. As shown in this figure, algorithm provides a better deviation distribution (i.e., smaller average deviation from the minimum cost in the transient period) than the other two algorithms, which implies that our algorithm provides not only a faster convergence but also more effective candidate solutions even in the transient period than the other two algorithms.
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the link weight optimization for the shortest path routing considering the utilization of each link in communication networks. Since the problem is known to be NP-hard, we proposed a heuristic algorithm by improving the basic simulated annealing algorithm. Simulation results show that our algorithm shows better properties than the basic simulated annealing algorithm
